




Cutting Your Heating
Bills by up to 60%

EcoWarm Insulations … Experience and Expertise

EcoWarm Insulations offers a professional, licensed

cavity wall and attic insulation service that is second to

none. A family-run business with over 30 years

experience within the Irish building industry, we have

earned a reputation for providing a high-quality,

customer-focused insulation service. We carry a full

range of insulation products to cover all aspects of

house building, from new constructions to upgrading

existing buildings.

EcoWarm Insulations believes in thorough product

research, which means you can be assured we only use

the very best products – products from well-known,

long-established companies such as Aerobord,

Rockwool and Kingspan. Employing fully trained staff,

we pride ourselves on performing to the highest

standards. EcoWarm Insulations can easily service all

areas in Ireland. EcoWarm Insulations guarantees 100%

customer satisfaction. 

We will not compromise on quality.

EcoWarm Insulations is a

Registered S.E.A.I. Contractor - No. 10391
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Why Insulate?
Stay Warm

Insulation helps keep your home warm in the same way

that wearing a jacket or jumper helps to keep your body

warm. If your home is often cold and hard to heat, it

may be poorly insulated. That means you could be

losing heat through your attic, walls, windows and

doors.

Losing Heat = Losing Money

Heat loss from the fabric of a building can be

substantial, resulting in higher fuel consumption in order

to maintain comfortable room temperatures. A high

percentage of our existing housing stock does not meet

current standards, and worse still, some houses have

little or no insulation at all. If your home is not properly

insulated, you will be spending far too much money

keeping it warm. In some cases, the insulation can pay

for itself in as little as 1-2 years.

Heat Loss in Homes

Flues 8%

Roof 30 - 35%

Walls 25 - 30%

Vents 12 - 15%

Windows 15%

Floors 7 - 10%

EcoWarm Insulations … Save Money & Protect the Planet
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Think Green

Heat loss from buildings now accounts for up to 40% of

Ireland’s total energy consumption; as such, here and

elsewhere, it has become a major area of action in the fight

against global warming. Properly insulate your home and

you are helping to safeguard the environment.

Future Proof Your Home Today

Whether you’re planning to improve your existing home or

build a new home, EcoWarm Insulations can provide expert

advice plus a fast and efficient service. Even if your home

already has insulation, it might not be adequate. We can

help you upgrade your insulation and therefore optimise

performance, saving you money.

Cavity Wall Insulation Approved 
Installer of EcoBead

EcoWarm Insulations
REG No. IAB/174 

EcoWarm Insulations … The name you can trust p3



EcoWarm Insulations … Superior Products

The cavity wall insulation EcoWarm Insulations provides is

EcoBead Platinum – a superior-quality product

manufactured in Askeaton, Co. Limerick by Aerobord Ltd.

EcoBead Platinum is only supplied to licensed installers,

thereby ensuring the highest standard of end result.

Benefits
Did you know most homes built prior to 1980 

do not have any cavity wall insulation?

• Heat loss can be reduced by up 35%.

• Eliminates the source of condensation.

• Improves home comforts.

• Full fill guaranteed every time.

• Quick and clean to install – can be installed 

in less than a day.

• Instantly saves you money.

• Once installed, fully guaranteed by EcoBead Ltd. 

EcoBead Platinum … Faster, Cleaner,
Eliminates Waste

• EcoBead is a high-performance, injected, blown-bead 

Platinum EPS insulation system that can be used in 

domestic, commercial and industrial cavity wall 

constructions as a full-fill insulation solution.

• Incredibly fast to install and producing no waste, it is 

Cavity Wall Insulation
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U-Values Achieved in Standard Wall Construction

Cavity Width U-Value in W/m2 k

50mm 0.51

75mm 0.38

100mm 0.29

105mm 0.27

150mm 0.21

200mm 0.16

PLATINUM
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just as suitable for new build as it is for improving the thermal 

performance of existing buildings.

• Ecobead is a truly modern method of construction. The 

Platinum EPS beads are injected into the wall with a specially 

designed adhesive - together they form a solid mass inside 

the cavity. The unique flow of bead coupled with its lightness 

enables the insulant to conform precisely to every fissure. 

• Every bead has a single point of contact with each of the 

surrounding beads, allowing the cavity to breathe and any 

moisture penetrating the outer leaf to drain away immediately. 

EcoBead is unaffected by flood water ingress.

• The thermal insulation properties of EcoBead will remain

effective for the life of the building. The insulation will not 

crack nor settle. It is a dimensionally stable, chemically inert 

product that is resistant to attack from bacteria, moulds and 

fungi, that will not provide nutrient value for insects or vermin. 

It is also non-toxic and a non-irritant. 

STEP 1: Cavity is measured and assessed by our surveyor.

STEP 2: The Insulation Technicians follow a strict drilling 

pattern set out by the Irish Agreement Board (IAB) to ensure 

all areas of the cavity are filled.

STEP 3: Ecobead Platinum is injected into the cavity by 

compressed air and, as the bead enters the cavity, is coated 

with a bonding adhesive.

STEP 4:  Our specialised drilling pattern, coat of adhesive 

material and Ecobead Platinum all give a guaranteed fill and 

bonded cavity for a warm, energy-efficient home.

STEP 5: All penetration holes are filled with the correct mortar

to suit wall.

EcoBead Platinum … Faster, Cleaner, Eliminates Waste p5

There are 5 simple stages 
to insulating your home
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EcoWarm Insulations … Superior Products

Rockwool EnergySaver cavity wall insulation is an entirely

dry system which uses granulated Rockwool blown into an

external wall cavity to a predetermined density. 

No glues or catalysts are involved in the installation

procedure. The system may be used to improve the

thermal insulation of both new and existing masonry cavity

walls as well as certain types of non-traditional structures. 

Rockwool EnergySaver blown wool does not create a

bridge or capillary path within the cavity that might allow

rainwater to penetrate to the inner leaf.

Cavity Wall Insulation

Benefits
• Cost-effective solution - reduces heating costs and 

CO2 emissions.

• Ensures a complete fill without settlement.

• Water repellent - will not allow water to migrate 

across cavity.

• Vapour permeable – allows construction to breathe, 

reducing condensation risk.

• Suitable for refurbishment and new build.

• Non-combustible (Euroclass A1).

• Minimises thermal bridging.

• No wastage.

• Irish Agrément Board Certification No.05/0222.



U-Values Achieved

Energy Saver Thickness / Cavity Width U-Value

50mm 0.58

60mm 0.48

75mm 0.43

100mm 0.34

Rockwool EnergySaver … Reliable and Cost-effective p7

Over half the energy required for heating a building

escapes through the exterior walls. With approximately

75% of domestic energy consumption devoted to heating,

the ecological and economic impact of this is significant.

Rockwool EnergySaver tackles this problem extremely

effectively.

Thermal improvements of an un-insulated cavity wall

when filled with Rockwool Energy Saver (Typical U-value

of an un-insulated cavity wall = 1.70 W/m2K).



EcoWarm Insulations … Superior Products

Rockwool RockPrime is a high-performance attic

insulation offered by EcoWarm Insulations. It meets and

surpasses today’s thermal regulations for both new build

and existing attic spaces. Installation is quicker and

cleaner than conventional roll insulation; the average

semi-detached can be insulated in about one hour.

Benefits
• Excellent thermal insulation.

• Ideal for new and existing attics.

• Attic can be filled to any depth.

• Quicker to install than rolls.

• Excellent sound insulation.

• No waste.   

• Does not rot or decay.

• Minimises thermal bridging.

• Will not sustain vermin.

• Not displaced by air movement within attic.

Design and Insulation

At EcoWarm Insulations we have invested significantly 

in the most up-to-date machinery, which means the

installation of Rockwool RockPrime is extremely fast,

efficient and clean. 

All the equipment and insulation arrives in a truck

specifically designed for the job. Only a hose will pass

through your home. A two-man team installs the

insulation. Firstly, they will insulate all water tanks and

pipes, put in place measuring gauges and mark out

where all electrical cables are located; then one

technician will stay in the truck to load the insulation

into the hopper of the blowing machine, while the other

will be in the attic directing the flow until the insulation is

filled to the required depth. The main benefit of

RockWool Rock Prime over conventional roll-out

Attic Insulation
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Rockwool RockPrime … High Performance Guaranteed p9

insulation is that it will fill every void there is in the old insulation:

there are no joints through which heat can escape. And as the

depth gauges allow you to clearly see the depth achieved, you can

be sure you get exactly what you pay for.

No Damage

Rockwool RockPrime will not damage any metal components in

the loft nor react with PVC cables.

Fire Classification

Due to Rockwool RockPrime’s non-combustible properties, the

insulation can be installed up to and around the chimney breast.

Rockwool RockPrime loft insulation achieves an A1 classification

in accordance with BS EN13501-1, and is therefore non-

combustible as defined by U.K. and Ireland building regulations.

Acoustic Performance

Rockwool RockPrime can improve the sound insulation of a

building substantially. 250mm of Rockwool RockPrime loft

insulation with an isolated 12.5mm plaster slab results in a

reduction of >50dB in airborne sound being achieved.

Durability

Rockwool RockPrime is a durable material. When installed, it will

not be affected by normal ventilation within the attic space. It will

remain an effective insulant for the lifetime of the building.

U-Values Achieved

Insulation Depth U-Value

200mm 0.20

270mm 0.16

330mm 0.13

350mm 0.12

420mm 0.10

460mm 0.09



EcoWarm Insulations … Superior Products

Exterior insulation has a clear advantage over conventional

indoor insulation techniques. By insulating from the outside

and cutting thermal bridges, the entire building structure is

protected from the cold and wet weather, which is not the

case with internal insulation. EcoWarm Insulations provides

exterior insulation and finish systems that are suited to

both residential as well as large commercial/industrial

projects.

EcoWarm Insulations Provides the Complete Package

A complete package is offered to clients – from the design

stages right through to project completion.

Exterior Insulation
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Benefits
• Protects the fabric of the building.

• Improves thermal performance.

• Ensures consistent U-values.

• Reduces thermal bridging, minimising 

condensation and heat loss.

• Reduces thermal stress on the structure 

or substrate.

• Transfers the dew-point to outside the structural 

wall element.

• Improves airtightness of the construction, which 

reduces draughts and heat loss.

• Optimises use of thermal mass, reducing internal 

temperature fluctuations.

• Available in a wide range of external finishes.

• Is relatively easily installed, leading to faster 

construction.

• Gives ease of quality control – as insulation 

coverage is clearly visible.

before

after



Ideal for Renovation

Whether you’re planning the construction of a new 

building or renovating an existing one, EcoWarm

Insulations can offer a durable, cost-effective solution in

keeping with the highest standards of the construction

industry. In renovation, it is more cost-effective to redo

without having to undo everything. Our exterior insulation

and finish systems can be used on almost any existing

surface – with the choice of over 200 colours and various

finishes we can replicate any existing finish if required,

easily and at reasonable cost. You will be delighted with 

the results achieved.

Advantages of External Insulation for 

Refurbishment Applications

• Lowers maintenance costs.

• Avoids internal buildings work.

• Renews ageing exterior facades.

• Can be installed during occupancy.

• Gives major aesthetic improvements.

• Increases the value of the property.

• Does not reduce the size of the internal rooms.

• Limits disruption to the fabric of the building.

• Increases the life expectancy of the building.

Exterior Insulation … Protect from the Outside p11



EcoWarm Insulations … Superior Products

The Aerogyp PLATINUM Insulated Dry Lining system is a

strong, rigid, lightweight expanded-platinum insulation

sheet bonded to gypsum plasterboard. It provides a

high level of thermal insulation and has a finished 

fire-resistant internal surface ready for decoration.  

The system is a perfect partner for Ecobead Cavity

Insulation, allowing U-values as low as 0.15Wm2K to be

achieved, which comfortably meets passive house

standards. The system is also ideally suited to the

upgrading of existing buildings. 

Dry Lining

Aerogyp Platinum … Strong, Rigid, Lightweightp12

Benefits
• Recyclable.

• Long-lasting, effective thermal insulation for the 

lifetime of the building.

• Declared lambda value is not dependent on 

foil layers.

• Completely CFC and HCFC free with zero 

ODP – thereby safeguarding the environment.

• Safe and easy to handle.

• No protective clothing or dust masks required during

installation.

• Forms a uniform insulation envelope.

• Remains rigid throughout the lifetime of the building.

• Easily cut to size.

• Reduces the cost of on-site waste.

• Fire resistant.

• Protects against condensation.



When it comes to attics, many homeowners want the very

best insulation system but don’t want to lose precious

storage space. EcoFloor insulated walkways offer the

perfect solution.  

• EcoFloor is specifically designed to allow householders

to insulate the floor of their attic and still use the space

for storage.

• EcoFloor is like standard T&G chipboard attic flooring;

however, it has a layer of Aerobord laminated on the

back, which means it is firm enough to walk on while

maintaining a suitable depth of insulation.

• EcoFloor is clean and safe.

• Once installed, EcoFloor gives a lifetime of safe,

effective insulation.

Our Insulated Attic Stairs provide easy and safe access to

your loft. When folded, the pine-wood ladder is ‘hidden’ in

the ceiling. It is functional, lightweight, durable and easy to

use. Its design and the materials used in its fabrication

guarantee easy, comfortable and safe access to the loft.

The insulated hatch door is a pine-wood frame, finished on

each side with a white HDF panel with insulation between

the two panels. The treads have safety grooves on them to

prevent slipping, with brown stile ends mounted on the

ladder feet to protect the floor from scratching and increase

the ladder’s stability. The lock and the metal pole supplied

make closing of the hatch door easy.

Insulated Attic Stairs & Walkways 

Insulated Attic Stairs & Walkways … Practical and Effective p13

EcoWarm Insulations … Superior Products



EcoWarm Insulations … Superior Products

Solar Panels
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When it comes to creating efficient and cost-effective

energy solutions that address today's growing

environmental concerns, the Kingspan Renewables

Thermomax Range leads the way. 

Solar Energy For A Brighter Future

Solar energy is free, clean and safe. It is environmentally

friendly and produces no waste or pollution. Using solar

energy enables you to reduce your carbon footprint as

well as your energy bills, and now, thanks to the Greener

Homes Scheme, grants are provided to householders

who invest in renewable energy-based heating systems.

The sun radiates enormous amounts of energy towards

the Earth. Ireland receives on average per year as much

as 60% of that received on the Equator. This radiation is

similar to the output of 1,000 power stations.

Performance and Savings 

• Designed specifically for Northern European 

climates, Thermomax products provide heat even in 

cold, windy or humid conditions.

• A superior vacuum in the tube over a longer period.

• Unique temperature-limitation devices provide 

significant protection against stagnation.

• Supplies up to 70% of your annual hot water needs, 

reducing dependence on increasingly expensive 

fossil fuels.

• 10-year warranty with a Kingspan Solar Accredited 

Installer.

• Works from dawn until dusk and throughout the year.

• 30% more effective than flat plate collectors.

• Average 25-year lifespan.



Benefits
• High Performance Vacuum Tube - Thermomax solar thermal 

tubes maintain a superior vacuum over a longer period of 

time through:

- High quality glass – unique properties give good 

transmissibility with low reflection losses and 

increased durability.

- Superior vacuum – by creating a vacuum of 

10Mbar within the tube, thermal losses caused 

by conduction and convection are eliminated.

- Glass to metal seal – unique fusing process for 

durability.

• Easy Installation - The unique 'plug and play' design of 

Thermomax solar collectors makes installation quick 

and easy. There is no need for heavy lifting equipment, as 

tubes can be carried onto the roof individually. The collector 

is fixed to the roof by easy-fit brackets. 

• European Design and Manufacture – Thermomax 

products are manufactured and designed in Ireland. 

A full-service package is offered, including bespoke 

design, technical advice, training and sales support. 

The quality of the product is paramount to Kingspan's 

success. This differentiates it from the influx of inferior 

products being imported from the Far East.

Thermomax … The Original and still the Best p15



EcoWarm Insulations … Superior Products

Heat Pumps
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Benefits
• 100% thermodynamic: water temperatures of up to 

80°C can be reached without the use of an 

additional electric heater.

• Flexible installation possibilities.

• Daikin inverter technology guarantees a high 

"seasonal COP" (Coefficient of Performance). 

Heating efficiency can vary depending on outdoor 

conditions; "seasonal COP" is the yearly average 

ratio of generated heat to consumed electricity. It 

accurately reflects the performance gains you can 

expect over an entire year, Winter, Spring, Summer 

and Autumn.

• Low operating costs and minimum maintenance.

There is no need for fuel storage tanks, gas supply 

or ventilation.

Daikin Altherma is a highly flexible, energy-efficient

home-heating system that extracts the heat from the

outside air, raises this heat to a higher temperature and

distributes the warmth throughout the home. The heart

of the system is an air-to-water heat pump. With the

technologically advanced Daikin Altherma system, 70%

of the heat generated comes from a renewable energy

source - the air around us - and therefore is absolutely

free of charge. The Daikin Altherma air-to-water heat

pump is today's answer to current and future problems



associated with conventional heating systems, problems

such as increasing primary energy costs and unacceptably

high environmental impact.

• Keep Your Existing Radiators When replacing an 

existing heating system with the Daikin Altherma High 

Temperature, radiators do not need to be replaced.

Daikin Altherma High Temperature replaces your 

conventional boiler and perfectly supports existing high 

temperature radiators with water temperatures up to 

80°C if required.

• Complete Comfort For Your Family Daikin Altherma 

High Temperature meets all the heating needs for your 

home, even on the coldest days of the year. The heat 

pump extracts heat from the air, maintaining full heating

capacity (water temperatures up to 80°C) at outdoor 

temperatures down to -7°C. Daikin Altherma High 

Temperature's fully integrated control system provides 

you with consistent comfort and optimum efficiency.

• High Performance Daikin Altherma High Temperature 

uses 100% thermodynamic energy in order to obtain 

water temperatures up to 80°C without the use of an 

additional electric heater. Daikin Altherma has amongst 

the highest COP's on the market in high temperature 

applications.

Daikin Altherma … The Solution with an Eye to the Future p17
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Our Simple Guide To The Home Energy Savings Scheme

Save Even More ...

EcoWarm Insulations is happy to offer our

customers the most cost-effective, up-to-date

energy efficiency solutions. The new S.E.A.I.

Home Energy Savings Scheme means you are

now entitled to grant aid when you invest in

making your home more economic and energy

efficient. Here is all you need to know about

the new scheme in five simple facts.

Why was the Home Energy Savings

Scheme set up?

The scheme’s primary aim is to reduce energy

use and CO2 emissions within the home.

What does the grant cover?

• Roof Insulation

• Cavity Wall Insulation

• Internal Wall Insulation

• External Wall Insulation

• High Efficiency Boiler and 

Heating Control Upgrade

• Heating Control Upgrade Only

• Building Energy Rating

How much are the grants worth?

Product/Service . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Grant

Roof Insulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €250

Cavity Wall Insulation . . . . . . . . . . . . €400

Internal Wall Insulation . . . . . . . . . €2,500

External Wall Insulation . . . . . . . . . €4,000

High Efficiency Boiler and 

Heating Control Upgrade . . . . . . . . . €700

Heating Control Upgrade Only. . . . . €500

Building Energy Rating. . . . . . . . . . . €200

Who is eligible?

The scheme is aimed at older homes that

would not typically have the energy efficiency

features of recently built homes. The scheme

is open to all houses built prior to 2006,

including rental properties.

How to apply?

You can apply online at www.seai.ie or by

calling 1850 927 000. You will need your bank

details, an ESB bill and your email address.

Online, the whole process should take less

than 10 minutes.

Contact EcoWarm Insulations for a

no-obligation quote and expert advice.

EcoWarm Insulations is a Registered S.E.A.I.

Contractor - No. 10391.
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‘The guys were really good and did a
brilliant job. The insulation made such
a difference to the house. I would
recommend them to anyone.’

‘Very friendly and efficient. Arrived on 

time and were finished in less than a day.

Left the place spotless; wouldn't know they

were here. Very happy. Have recommended

them to neighbours. It's like having a 

new house.’

‘I'm thrilled with the work. Before the

house used to be chilly. It would be fine when

the heating was on, but once we turned it off the

place went cold really fast. Now the house 

never gets very cold like before and holds the

heat in really well. Brilliant job. Real 

attention to detail.’

‘We have had our walls and attic 
insulated by EcoWarm. We find it really
great. The house heats up much quicker and
holds the heat for longer. They were fast,
clean workers and very friendly lads.’

‘We got cavity wall insulation and attic 

insulation done by EcoWarm Insulations. The heat

in the house has improved 100%. We now just

have the heating on for one hour and have to

turn it off again with the heat in the house. It

used to take at least 3-4 hours for the house to

heat up. Not now, thank God!’

EcoWarm Insulations … What Our Customers Say
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EcoWarm Insulations … It Makes Sense to Insulate
Frequently Asked Questions

Q.  In addition to a warmer home and

lower fuel bills, are there other benefits?

A. Yes. Many houses suffer from black

mould growth on bedroom walls (this tends

to occur mostly in bungalows). The mould

occurs due to the coldness of the walls;

however, after insulation it should no 

longer appear. 

Q.  Why should I buy wall insulation?

A. According to independent government 

figures and ‘Which’ magazine, your heating

bills can be reduced by as much as 25% per

annum if you install effective wall insulation

(this figure rises to 35% with detached

houses and bungalows).

Q.  What are the current requirements for

attic insulation?

A. Building Regulations require a U-Value of

16 in the attic. This is achieved through

installing 270 millimetres of Rockwool

RockPrime Blown.

Q.  If my house was built today, would the

walls be insulated automatically?

A. Yes. Since the early 80s some form of

wall insulation is included in every new

home. This is standard building practice, and

to build a cavity wall without insulation is no

longer permitted. Filling the cavity in 

an existing house with Polystyrene Beads

reduces the heat loss through the wall 

by 80%. 

Q.  Are EcoWarm Insulations Certified with

NSAI and SEAI?

A. Yes. EcoWarm Insulations is Certified by

the NSAI (Certificate No. IAB/174/226) and

registered with SEAI (Reg. No. 10391).

Q.  Can filling the cavities lead to moisture

crossing to the inside wall?

A. With polystyrene beads this cannot

happen because the material does not soak

liquid. Drinking cups are made from it

because of this quality. When you drink from

such a cup you notice the heat from the

drink cannot penetrate the thin wall of the

cup. This will give you some idea of how little

heat can pass through a 1/2 to 1/4 inch

thickness of the same material in a wall 



cavity. Every bead has a single point of 

contact with each of the surrounding beads,

allowing the cavity to breathe and any

moisture penetrating the outer leaf to drain

away immediately.

Q.  How will I know that enough bead has

been blown into the wall and that the job

is being carried out properly?

A.  Beads cannot be compressed into small

bales to take up less space or 'fluffed up' to

take up more space. If not enough material is

injected into the wall, then the top of the

cavity will be without bead. When the filling

process is complete you can inspect the

cavity and see for yourself the result of the

installation. We will show you the beads in

the cavity before we block the drill holes.

Q.  How suited are solar thermal systems

to the Irish climate?

A.  The Thermomax brand is designed in

Ireland specifically for the Irish climate. 

The range of solar thermal vacuum tube

collectors provide heat even in cooler, 

windy conditions.

Q.  Does Solar only work when the sun 

is shining?

A. Solar works all year round, and even 

in Winter it will help to give you hot water.

Vacuum tubes absorb energy efficiently in 

all different weather conditions and all 

year round. 

Q.  Do I need planning permission for

External Insulation or Solar Panels?

A.  Normally only if the building is in a

conservation area, is listed or is under

construction. If unsure, you should check

with your local planning office. Our panels

are environmentally friendly and aesthetically

pleasing.

Remember! Insulation 
is an investment that 
pays for itself.



Talk To Us Today

info@ecowarm.ie • www.ecowarm.ie

1850 500 501


